Abstract. We study the null-sets of composite abstract homogeneous polynomials obtained from a pair of abstract homogeneous polynomials defined on a vector space over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. First such study for ordinary polynomials in the complex plane was made by Szegö, Cohn, and Egerváry and Szegó's theorem was later generalized to fields and vector spaces, respectively, by Zervos and Marden. Our main theorem in this paper further generalizes their results and, in the complex plane, improves upon Szegb's theorem and some other classical results. The method of proof is purely algebraic and utilizes the author's vector space analogue [Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 218 (1976), 115-131] of Grace's theorem on apolar polynomials. We also show that our results cannot be further generalized in certain directions.
P(xx, . . . , xk, x) -r(xx, . . ., xk, x, . . ., x).
If P E P" the null-set ZP(x,y) of P (relative to given elements x,y E E) is defined by ZP(x,y) = {sx + ty i= 0| i, t E K; P(sx + ty) = 0}.
From now on we shall assume that K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Then ([1, pp. 38-40] , [12, pp. 248-255] , [14, p.l 1]) K has a maximal ordered subfield K0 such that K = K0(i) = {a + ib\a, b E K0), where -z'2 = 1. For z = a + ib, we define z = a -ib, Re(z) = (z + z)/2, Im(z) = (z -z)/2z, and \z\ = (a2 + b2)*. A subset A of K is said to be Kn-convex if 2"_, /j.,cï, G A for every a, G A and p, G A'0+ (the set of all nonnegative elements of K0) such that 2"_, p, = 1. Adjoin to K an element w (called infinity) and furnish K u {co} (denoted 7CU) with the following structure: (1) The subset K of Ka preserves its initial field structure; and (2) a + co = co + cj = cofor every a G K, a • co = co • a = co for every a G K -{0}, and co-1 = 0, 0_1 = co. Given an element J G K, we define cpf(z) = In what follows, we give some definitions and useful properties related to circular cones (see author [13] or [14, pp. 36-40]) in a vector space E over K. Let £2 denote E X E and £[x,.y] the subspace of F generated by the elements x,y E E. Given elements (xx,yx) and (x2,y2) in E2, we say that (x^yi) ~ (x2>y2) if and only if £[x,,.y1] = t[x2,y2\. Then "~" is an equivalence relation on E2 and the equivalence class [(x,.y)], containing the element (x,y) of E2, is called nontrivial if x,y are linearly independent (called trivial, otherwise). By axiom of choice, we choose a unique element from each non trivial equivalence class and call the set N (Q E2) of all elements thus chosen as a nucleus of E2. We remark that N is nonempty if the dimension of E is at least two. A circular cone in £, relative to a given nucleus zV and a given mapping G from N into D(KU) (called a circular mapping [13] ), is defined to be the subset E0(N, G) of E given by License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Tc(x,y) = {sx + ty¥=0\s,t EK;s/tE G(x,y)}.
The union in (1.1) is taken over all elements (x,y) G N. Remark. (1.1). If F is a two-dimensional vector space, every circular cone E0(N, G) is of the form E0(N,G) = [sx0 + ty0 ¥= 0| s, t G AT; s/t G A} for some A E D (Ka), where x0, y0 are any two linearly independent elements of E and where N = {(x0,y0)} and G(x0,y0) = A.
It is now the right place to discuss the sets employed by Marden [9] toward generalizing Grace's theorem ( [5] , [8, Theorem (15, 3) ]) and Szegö's theorem ([11, §2, Theorem 2], [8, Theorem (16, 1) ]). The sets of this class, which we term as hermitian cones [13] , are subsets Ex of E of the form F, = [x G E\x ¥= 0; H(x, x) > 0} (and the ones obtained by replacing in this expression the inequality ">" by ">", "<", or "<"), where H(x,y) is a hermitian symmetric form [9] defined from E2 to K. The relationship between the class of circular cones and the class of hermitian cones is exhibited in the following propositions due to the author [13, Proposition (2.2) and Theorem (2. 
where the coefficients Ak(£, tj), Bk(£, rj), a,(£, tj), 5,(|, tj), etc. are elements of K (depending only on £, tj and independent of s and /). We say that P and Q are apolar with respect to linearly independent elements £, r¡ E E (written
A composite a.h.p. obtained from P and Q is an a.h.p. R G P2n given by
for every s,tEK. Remark. When o2 is of the form 0 • co (resp. u • 0), the equation o2 = -p • A is to be interpreted as -o2/p = A = co (resp. -a2/A = p = co) or -o2/A = p = 0 (resp. -o2/p = A = 0) according as o ¥= 0 or a = 0.
Proof. For convenience, we shall write Ak = Ak(x,y), Bk = Bk(x,y), yj = yj(x,y), Sj = Sj(x,y), ZP = ZP(x,y), ZQ = ZQ(x,y), and ZR s. ZR(x,y). We split the proof into three cases.
Case I. p, v =£ 0. We know that
Now we define an a.h.p. Q* G P" by n Q*(sx + ty)= U(8*-s-y*-t)
*=o
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where 8f = -v2 • y, and y* = ¡i2 • 8r Then n Q*(sx + ty) = II (-"H -P-ty) = Q(-H2tx + v2sy)
Therefore, B¡ = B^(x,y) = (-l)"-kBn_kv2kix2("-^ and, in view of (2.5), we have
That is, Q*±P[x,y]. Since ZP(x,y) C Tc(x,y), our generalized version [13, Theorem (4.2)] (stated above) of Marden's theorem implies the existence of an element ax + ßy G TG(x, y) such that Q*(ax + ßy) = Q(~n2ßx + v2ay) = 0 (due to (2.6)).
This implies that there exists an element yx + 8y G ZQ such that -¡i2ßx + v2ay = X(yx + 8y) for some nonzero element X E K. That is, ( -¡i2ß -Xy)x + (v2a -X8)y = 0. Consequently, /n2/3 = -Ay and v2a = X8. If y, 8 J-0, then a,ßi-0 and (p/v)2 = -(y/8)(a/ß), i.e. a2 = -pA. If y = 0 and <S =t 0 (resp. y ^ 0, 5 = 0), then ß = 0 and a ¥= 0 (resp. /? ^ 0, a = 0) and the equation a2 = -pA will be interpreted as -o2/p = A = co (resp. -a2/A = p = co). Hence, the equation a2 = -pA holds, together with the interpretations made in the remark above.
Case II. ¡i ¥= 0, v -0. In this case R(Ilx + vy) = R(px) = ¡j.2" ■ P(x) ■ Q(x) = 0 (by (2.4)).
That is, x E ZP or x G Zß. If x G Z^, we can choose an element ax -f ßy G Fc(x, v), with a =5= 0 and /3 = 0 (so that a = co and A = u). Next, we choose an element yx + 8y E ZQ such that p = y/t5 =£ 0 (in case Q(y) ¥= 0), so that a2 = -pA. In case Q (y) = 0, we may then choose yx + 8y E ZQ with y = 0 and 8 i= 0 (i.e. p = 0), and interpret the equation o2 = -pA as -o2/p = A = co. Similarly, in case when x G ZQ, we can verify the truth of the equation a2 = -pA (with the interpretation that -a2/A = p = co, whenever a2 is of the form co • 0). Case III. p = 0, v J= 0. Here R(px + vy) = R (vy) = v2n ■ P(y) ■ Q(y) = 0 (by (2.4) ).
If y G Zp, we choose an element ax + ßy G ZP Q TG(x,y) with a = 0 and /S =5= 0 (so that A = 0 and a = 0). Next, we choose yx + 8y G Ze such that p = y/5 7^ co (in case Q(x) ^ 0), so that o2 = -pA. In case Q(x) = 0, we may then choose yx + Sy E ZQ with y ¥= 0 and 5 = 0 (i.e. p = co) and interpret the equation o2 = -pA as -o2/p = A = 0. Similarly, in case when v G Zq, the equation a2 = -pA holds along with the interpretation that -a2/A = p = 0, whenever a2 is of the form 0 • co. This completes the proof of Theorem (2.1).
Our first specialization of this theorem to hermitian cones leads to the following corollary, a result due to Marden [9, Theorem (3. 2)].
Corollary
(2.2.). Let H be a hermitian symmetric form on E and Ex be the hermitian cone given by Ex = {x E E\x ^ 0; 77(x, x) < 0}.
Let P, Q E P" and R G P2" be given by (2.1), (2.2), and (2.4). Suppose that ZP(x,y) C F, for some linearly independent elements x,y E E. If px + vy E ZR(x,y) then there exist elements ax + ßy G F, and yx + 8y G Zq(x,y) such that o2 = -pA, where o = ¡x/v, p = y/5, and A = a/ß.
Remarks. (I) Whenever a2 is of the form 0 • co or co • 0, the same interpretations will be made as in the remark following Theorem (2.1). (II) The conclusion "¡i2x + v^y = -ayx + ß8y" in Marden's theorem is equivalent to "o2 = -pA" in our corollary.
Proof. Take a nucleus N of E2 such that (x, y) G TV (this is always possible). By Proposition (1.2), there exists a circular cone E0(N, G) such that F0(7V, G) = F, and F, n £[*,.y] = TG(x,y). Obviously, the hypothesis on ZP(x,y) then implies that Zp(x,y) C TG(x,y). Therefore, by Theorem (2.1), if fix + vy E ZR(x,y), there exist elements ax + ßy E TG(x,y) and yx + SY G ZQ(x,y) such that a2 = -pA, where a = p/v, p = y/5 and A = a/ß. Finally, we notice that ax + ßy E Ex. This completes the proof of our corollary.
Our second application of Theorem (2.1) leads to an improved version of a theorem in the complex plane due to Szegö (see [ Proof. Any element x of C2 can be uniquely written as x = sx0 + ty0 for some s, t E C, where x0 = (I, 0) and y0 = (0, 1). Define a.h.p.'s F, Q E P" and R E P2n (from C2 to C) by P(x) = P(sx0 + ty0) = 2 C(n, k)Akskf-k = tn-f(s/t), (2.9) *=o
for every x = (x, t) G C2. Note that the second equality in each of the expressions for F, Q, and R hold for all nonzero elements x E C2. Let us take the circular cone E0(N, G), where N = {(x0, y0)} and G(x0, y0) = C, so that E0(N, G) = TG(x0,y0) = {sx0 + ty0 ¥= 0\s, t E C; s/t E C). Obviously, the hypothesis on / implies that Zp(x0,y0) ç TG(x0,y0). If h(o) -0 and if o'2 = o, then R (o'xQ + y0) = h(o'2) = 0. By Theorem (2.1), there exist elements ax0 + ßy0 E TG(x0,y0) and yx0 + 8y0 G ZQ(x0,y0) such that a'2 = (y/5) • (a/ß). Since a/ß G C and y/S is a zero of g(z), we have a = -pA for some element A G C and for some zero p of g(z). This completes our proof.
Our last application of Theorem (2.1) gives the following corollary, a result due to Zervos [15, p. 363].
Corollary (2.4). Let f(z), g(z)
, and h(z) be polynomials (from K to K) given by the expressions (2.7) and (2.8). // all the zeros of f(z) lie in a generalized circular region C of Ku, then every zero o of h(z) is of the form o = -pA for some A G C and some zero p of g(z). (This theorem entails the same remark as the one following Corollary (2.3).)
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as that of Corollary (2.3) when C is replaced by K. 3 . Further applications in the complex plane. In this section, we give some applications of our Corollary (2.3), leading to improved versions of the corresponding results of Szegö [11] , Cohn [3] , Egerváry [4] , and De Bruijn [2] . First, we prove the following Theorem (3.1). Let f(z), g(z), and h(z) be complex-valued polynomials given by (2.7) and (2.8). Let C,, C2, and C be the generalized circular regions of Ca given by C, = {z||z|< r) u {rei9\ax < 9 < a, + /?, }, C2 = {z\\z\< s) u {sei9\a2 < 9 < a2 + ß2}, C = {z||z|< rs) u {rse'9\n + a, + a2 < 9 < it + a, + a2 + /?, + ß2 }, wAere a,, ßj (j = 1, 2) are constants with 0 < jß, < 277. 7/czzY zAe zeros of f lie in C, cznc/ z/ cz// the zeros of g lie in C2, then all the zeros of h lie in C. Furthermore, the same conclusion holds when the inequality ' < ' is replaced by '>' throughout the first parentheses in each of the expressions for C,, C2, and C.
Proof. Let h(o) = 0. Since all the zeros of / lie in C,, Corollary (2.3) implies the existence of an element A G C, and a zero p of g(z) such that o = -p ■ A. Therefore |zt| = \p\ ■ |A|, where A G C, and p G C2. We consider the following cases.
Case I. If A or p is not a boundary point, then (since |A| < r or |p| < s) \o\ < rs and o G C.
Case II. If both A and p are boundary points, then A = re'a and p = se'B for some a-ß for which ax < a < ax + ßx and a2 < ß < a2 + ß2, and so Since ax + a2 < a + ß < ax + a2 + ßx + ß2, we see that o G C.
Consequently, Cases I and II imply that every zero of A(z) lies in C. Furthermore, the proof for the second part of our theorem is exactly similar. This completes the proof of Theorem (3.1).
Remark. If all boundary points are included in C, and in C2 (i.e., if ßx, ß2 = 2tt), then the above theorem leads to the following result of Szegö .7) and (2.8) . If all the zeros of f(z) and g(z) lie respectively in \z\ < r (resp. \z\ > r) and |z| < s (resp. \z\ > s), then all the zeros of A(z) lie in \z\ < rs (resp. \z\ > rs). This result was also proved by Egerváry [4] for r -s = 1 and by Cohn [3, Theorem 4, p. 14] as a special case of his more general theorem.
As another application of our Corollary (2.3), we prove the following Theorem (3.2) Let f, g, and h be the polynomials and C,, C2 the generalized circular regions of Theorem (3.1) and let C= {z||z|< rs) u {rsei9\ïï + a, + a2 < 9 < -it + a, + a2 + /?, + ß2 }.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Suppose that S is a subset of the complex plane. Iff(z) G S for every z E C, and g(z) =£ Ofor every z G C2, then (i) h(z) G B0Sfor every z E C if ßx,ß2< 2m, and
(ii) h(z) G B0S for every \z\ < rs if ßx or ß2 = 2it, where B0S = {t30s|.s G S).
Proof, (i) Let /?" ß2 < 2m. Putting F(z) = f(z) -X, we get
Then the composite polynomial H(z) (obtained from F(z) and g(z)) is given by H(z) = h(z) -XB0. Suppose that X G S. Then all the zeros of F(z) and g(z) lie respectively in the complements of C, and C2 (denoted respectively by C{ and C2). Since C{ and C2 are also generalized circular regions of Cu, by Corollary (2.3), every zero a of H(z) can be written as o = -pA, where A G C[ -{z\\z\> r} U {rei9\ax + ßx< 9 <2m + a¡), p G C2 = {z||z|> 5} U {ie/*|a2 + /?2 < 0 < 2tt + a2}.
In case p or A does not lie on the boundary, \o\ = \p\ ■ |A| > rs. If both p and A lie on the boundary, then a = -(re'9')-(sei9>) = rsei{v+9l+9i)
for some 9j (j = 1, 2) such that a-+ /3, < 0, < 27t + a.. That is, a = ree'9 such that m + ax + a2 + ßx + ß2 < 9 < 5m + ax + a2.
Since the complement C of C is given by C = {¿||z|> rs) u {ríÉ?'"|-77 + a, + a2 + /?, + ß2 < 9 < 3m + a, + a2}, = {z\\z\> rs) U (rie'*|w + a, + a2 + /3, + ß2 < Ô < 5m + a, + a2}, we see that H (z) ^ 0 for every : £ C. So far, we have shown that if X G S, h(z) # ÀF0 for every z G C. Since g(z) =£ 0 for every z G C2, we see that B0 ¥= 0. Given any z0 G C, let h(z0) = cQ = (c0/B0) ■ B0 = X0B0 (say). We claim that X0 G S. For, if not, then H(z) = h(z) -X0B0 =£ 0 for every z E C, contradicting the fact that H(z) does vanish at the point z0 G C. Consequently, h(z) E B0S for every z G C.
(ii) Let /}, or ß2 = 2tt. Then, either C,' = {z||z|> r) or C^ = {z||z|> s).
In either case, we find that |o| = |p| • |A| > rs. Therefore, H(z) ^ 0 for every \z\ < «. Similarly, as in part (i), we can prove that h(z) G B0S for every |z| < rs. This completes the proof of Theorem Since this inequality holds for every |X| > 1, it holds also in the limit for |A| = 1. If Bn =£ 0, we may choose X equal to exp(z arg B0) and obtain (since l*ol < l)
|A(z)|<|/l0|+l-|7?0| \IzEC.
In case B0 = 0, this inequality immediately follows on taking any X such that |X| = 1. Now, symmetry of hypotheses on/and g implies that
Consequently,
as was to be proved, (ii) Whenever /?, or ß2 = 277, the proof is exactly similar to that of part (i), 4. Some useful remarks about the main theorem. In this section, we discuss the validity of hypotheses and the degree of generality of our Theorem (2.1). Furthermore, we furnish examples to show that our results cannot be further generalized in certain directions.
The following example shows that Theorem (2.1) and its Corollaries (2.2)-(2.4) are best possible in the sense that they cannot be generalized for vector spaces over nonalgebraically closed fields of characteristic zero.
Example (4.1). Let K0 be a maximal ordered field (so that K0 is a nonalgebraically closed field of characteristic zero [12, is a circular cone in E, where N = {(x0,y0)} and G(x0,y0) = C. Note that E0(N, G) is easily seen to be a hermitian cone F, defined by a 'real' hermitiansymmetric form H from F X F to K0 defined by H(sx0 + ty0, s'x0 + t'y0) = ss' -st' -s't + it' Vs, /, s', t' G K0.
In fact, F, = {sx0 + ty0 ^ 0\H(sxo + ty0, sx0 + ty0) < 0} = E0(N, G). Now, define a.h.p.'s P, Q G P3 by P(x) s P(sx0 + ty0) = t3 -st2 + s2t -s3 = (-s + t)-(s2 + t2), Q(x) s Q(sxQ + ty0) = 2/3 + st2 + I0s2t + 5s3 = (s + 2t) ■ (5s2 + t2)
for every x = (s, t) E E. Then (cf. (2.4) ) the composite a.h.p. R obtained from P and Q is given by 
